
 

In this guide I will show you how to get access to all of the original campaigns from the original Age of Empires 2, without
using a CD. This is because installing AoE2 requires an internet connection to install Games For Windows Live. This tutorial
will show you how to run games without GFWL. This tutorial video will show you one way on how to get around this problem,
by following these steps. We are going to download AoC-HD's installer and use it instead of the default installation method for
games that come with GFWL. Using this method will give you access to all campaigns, units, and other content without having
to update it. The update has changed many of the core game files that were already unlocked in AoC-HD. Most importantly this
tutorial will show you how to get around the stupid GFWL internet validation check that requires you to be online all the time. It
may seem easy just ignoring this error message but it is not, because GFWL can prevent you from starting an offline campaign
or even accessing new game options if the validation check was not performed properly. GFWL seems simple and it is only a
minor inconvenience, but this has caused many of us to waste time and money trying to get around this. I will show you how
easy it is to bypass the internet validation check in Age of Empires II. If you want to bypass the validation check yourself simply
follow these steps: 1. Download the installation file for AoE2HD from here: http://www2.roblox. com/Age-of-
Empires-2-Complete 2. Run the installer, and choose the option to install to a location of your choosing. 3. After installation has
finished, change the folder that contains your AoE2HD installation to a place where you have not used GFWL for other games.
4. Close and re open the game. 5. Click play now on the main menu, and choose an offline campaign, click done when it asks
for validation, click cancel when it asks if you want to play online with other players (not needed for this guide) 6. Click done
(yes) on validation popup (don't need internet for this tutorial). 7. Now you can go online and update the game without GFWL
preventing you from playing campaigns. But note that it is not possible to play with other players on xbox live or something like
that. This guide is based on the following video's: 1. http://www. youtube. com/watch?v=wz7gfRqEaZM 2. http://www.
youtube. com/watch?v=pNl5uHiJ-do
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